Regulation 607/2009
Article 50(1) - Presentation of compulsory particulars

LABELLING AND PRESENTATION
CHAPTER IV
Compulsory particulars
DA 33/2019
Article 40(2) - Presentation of compulsory particulars

However, the compulsory particulars of the lot number and By way of derogation from p.1, the compulsory particulars
those reffered to in art. 51 and 56(4) of this Regulation may referred to in Art. 41(1) and the lot number may appear
appear outside the visual field in which the other compulsory outside the field of vision referred to in that paragraph.
particulars appear.

New Article 40(3) The size of the characters of the
particulars referred to in p.1 of this art. and art. 41(1) must
be equal to or greater than 1.2mm, regardless the format
used.
New Article 42(3) - Marketing and export - By way of

Change
The name and address of the importer must now
appear in the same field of vision with the compulsory
particulars. [Note that there is an incoherence
between the new article 40(2) and recital (35)]
It now clarifies that the characters used must be 1,2
mm tall or more, regardless of the type of letters used
(capital or small letters or a combination of both).

The use of bottles other than glass ones when the
products are to be consumed on board of airplanes, is
derogation from subsection 3 of section 2 and section 3 of
now authorised.
Chapter 1 of Title II of Part II of Reg. 1308/2013, where
grapevine products are to be consumed on board of
airplanes, Member States may permit presentations which
conflict with Union presentation rules in force if such
presentations of gravine products are necessary for security
reasons.
The reference to 5mm has been deleted and the
Article 54(2) - Actual Alcoholic Strenght - The actual
general 1,2mm limit applies also to the actual
alcoholic strenght shall appear on the label on characters at
alcoholic strenght indication (see new article 40(3)).
least 5mm high if the nominal volume is over 100 cl, at least
3 mm high if it is eqaul to or less than 100 cl but more than
20 cl and 2 mm high if it is 20 cl or less.
It is clarified that "% vol" is considered a symbol which
Article 44(2) - Actual alcoholic strenght - … As regards
Article 54(3) - Actual Alcoholic Strenght - In the case of
means that it does not have to be translated.
partially fermented grape must or new wine still in
partially grape must or new wine still in fermentation, the
fermentation, the indication of the actual alcoholic strenght
actual and/or total alcoholic strenght by volume shall appear
may be replaced or completed by the figure of the total
on the label, the figures shall be followed by '% vol' and may
alcoholic strenght followed by the '% vol' symbol and
be preceded by words 'total alcoholic strenght' or 'total
preceed by the words 'total alcoholic strenght' or 'total
alcohol'.
alcohol'.
No change. The structure of the article changes but the
Article 55 - Indication of the provenance
Article 45 - Indication of provenance
general content is the same.

Article 55(3) - Indication of the provenance - In the case Article 45(3) - Indication of provenance - As regards the It is now clarified that in the case of UK, if UK is
of UK, the name of the Member State may be replaced by
the name of an individual country forming part of UK.

Article 56(1)(f) - Indication of the bottler, producer,
importer and vendor - 'Address' means the indications of
the local administrative area and the Member State or third
country in which the head of office of the bottler, producer,
vendor or importer is situated.

Article 56(2)(a) - Indication of the bottler, producer,
importer and vendor - The name and address of the
bottler shall be supplemented either: (a) by the words
'bottler' or 'bottled by (…);

UK and the provisions laid down in points(a) and (c) of par.1 replaced by the name of the relevant individual
country forming part of the UK, this country should be
and in points (a) and (c) of par.2, the name of the Member
State may be replaced by the name of the relevant individual the one where the grapes have been harvested.
country forming part of the UK in which grapes used to
make the grapevine product are harvested.
The definition of 'address' allows now the possibility to
Article 46(1)(f) - Indication of the bottler, producer,
indicate the premises and not just the head of office as
importer and vendor - 'address' means the indications of before.
the local administrative area and the Member State or third
country in which the premises or head of office of the
bottler, producer, vendor or importer is situated.

Article 46(2)(a) - Indication of the bottler, producer,
importer and vendor - The name and address of the
bottler shall be supplemented either: (a) by the words
'bottler' or 'bottled by (…)', which may be supplemented by
terms referring to the producer's holding, or ...

It is now specified that it is possible to supplement the
word "bottler" or "bottled by…" with terms referring to
the producer's holding.

Article 56(4) - Indication of the bottler, producer,
importer and vendor - The name and the address of the

Article 46(4) - Indication of the bottler, producer,
importer and vendor - The name and address of the

importer shall be preceded by the words 'importer' or
'imported by (…).

importer shall be preceded by the words 'importer' or
'imported by (…)'. For grapevine products imported in bulk
and bottled in the Union, the name of the importer may be
replaced or supplemented by the indication of the bottler,
in accordance with par. 2.
Article 23 - Derogations from the obligation to use the term No changes, but provisions are relocated into SECTION
‘protected designation of origin’ on labels
5 - Use of synbols, indications and abbreviations.

Article 59 - Derogations

Regulation 607/2009
Article 62 - Name of wine grape variety

Optional particulars
DA 33/2019
Article 50 - Name of wine grape variety

Article 63 - Specific rules on wine grape varieties and Article 51 - Specific rules for the indication of wine
vintage years for wines without protected designation grape varieties on grapevine products that do not bear
of origin or geographical indication
a protected designation of origin or geographical
indication
Article 65 - Indication of the Community symbols

It is now specified that, for grapevine products
imported in bulk and bottled in the Union, the name of
the importer may be replaced or supplemented by the
indication of the bottler.

Explanation
Same provisions but structured differently and with
updated reference to the accession of new Member
States.
The Article clarifies that in the case of UK, if UK is
replaced by the name of the relevant individual
country forming part of the UK, this country should be
the one where the grapes have been harvested.
Details in article 14 of Implementing Regulation
2019/34

Article 67(2) - Name of a smaller or larger geographical
unit than the area underlying the designation of origin
or geographical indication and geographical area
references - For the use of the name of a smaller

Article 55(2) - Reference to names of geographical
units smaller or larger than the area underlying the
protected designation of origin or geographical
indication - Where reference is made to names of

geographical unit than the area underlying the designation of
origin or geographical indication the area of the geographical
unit in question shall be well defined. Member States may
establish rules concerning the use of these geographical
units.

geographical units which are smaller than the area
underlying the designation of origin or geographical
indication, the area of the geographical unit in question shall
be well defined by the applicant in the product
specification and the single document. Member States may
establish rules concerning the use of these geographical
units.

Regulation 607/2009

Rules on certain specific bottle shapes and closures
DA 33/2019

Article 69 - Rules on presentation for certain products Article 57 - Rules on presentation for certain
grapevine products

The article now specifies that it is in the single
document and the product specification where the
smaller geographical unit shall be defined.

Explanation
It changes the structure but the content is the same.

